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ATLANTA  Kortan, first lord of the inner earth, 322nd
degree mason and honorary member of the band 'Spice Girls'
participated in an unscheduled and unscripted exchange with
GOP candidate Mitt Romney.
Mitt, early on in the debate, pointed out that "Kortan's
record is spotty.. We know very little of this Lizard OR
his values. It is my view and I think the view of most
'real' Americans that our President must be God fearing and
MUST be mammalian!"
Kortan bristled at the suggestion that he was an
illegitimate candidate and launched into a several minute
diatribe, a sample of which is shown below:

"Peoples..."
"You must realize that Kortan doesn't actually need to run
for office..."
"Kortan is already Rex Mundi..."
"But..."
"And this is important..."
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"Kortan is in the waning years of his Reptilian Tyranny
(300 year rule maximum)..."
"Kortan wants more than just power, sacrifices and deadly
spacebased laser arrays..."
"Kortan wants love, legitimacy and RESPECT!"
"Sure, we reptilians rule from the inner earth (and
GoldmanSachs) and we create all sorts of power structures,
hidden starchambers and other conspiratorial cabals to
control and manipulate the resplendent slave races
(Humans).. But we do this because we love humans and we 
the reptilians  love the stuff humans produce  especially
porn..."
"Romney seems like a nice enough guy, but what do we know
of him?"
"Romney says: look at me, look at the Olympic games I
'managed'..."
"Ha.. Ha.. Ha... Kortan says..."
"Kortan planned and managed the Salt Lake games  Romney
was merely my lower level minion for managing sewage
logistics (the toilets)... Toilet man is a better choice
than Kortan? That is KRAZY talk..."
"Mitt may seem like a 'consensus builder', but Kortan has
been building 'consensus' for DECADES!"
"Building consensus with lasers, whips and machine guns...
The Reptilian way..."
"But, here is what Kortan thinks is MOST important...."
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"Romney can't threaten your first or second born child 
Kortan Can!"
"Romney can't transmit AM radio messages backwards in time
 Kortan Can!"
"Romney has never ruled over a mudpool slave compound 
Kortan has TONS of experience doing this!"

"Romney is unable to recite the Morman bible backwards,
while standing on his head, from memory... Kortan cannot do
this either, but Kortan is willing to learn!"
"Kortan is EXPERT at collecting taxes FROM TEXANS... Just
saying..."

"So, if you are tired of asking WHY ROMNEY CAN'T? Instead,
look to Kortan..."
"KORTAN CAN! (all rights reserved 2012 Kortan For
President)"
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The debate ended with Kortan giving Romney the traditional
"Talk to the Hand" (as shown in the picture above)
reptilian putoff and Romney, despairing and broken, limped
off the stage. Or, maybe Kortan bit him and it got
infected.. Kortan is part KOMODO DRAGON (on his mother's
side).. And, like his great grand father Romulus "the
affirming", he will stalk Romney, until Romney falls ill
from infection and then devour him in the traditional and
festive way (KOMODO DRAGONS are very festive).
Kortan might be afraid that eating Romney would hurt his
campaign, but the American people are fickle and Kortan
doesn't care.
All Hail Kortan and All Hail the Free Reptilian Press!
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